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  3D Diamond Collection

 Rectangle Diamond   13/8”x1” x11/2”  35mmx25mmx38mm

   Can be worn as a ring or a Pendant. 18” sterling silver snake chain included.

 14k Gold Filled Gem ::  $210

 Sterling Silver Gem ::  $170



  3D Diamond Collection

 Octagon Diamond   11/2”x11/2” x13/4”  38mmx38mmx45mm

   18” sterling silver snake chain included.

 14k Gold Filled Gem ::  $250

 Sterling Silver Gem :: $190



  3D Diamond Collection

 Square Diamond   1”x1” x15/8”  25mmx25mmx41mm

   Can be worn as a ring or a Pendant. 18” sterling silver snake chain included.

 14k Gold Filled Gem ::  $210

 Sterling Silver Gem ::  $170



  3D Diamond Collection

 Triangle Diamond   11/4”x11/4” x15/8”  32mmx32mmx41mm

   Can be worn as a ring or a Pendant. 18” sterling silver snake chain included.

 14k Gold Filled Gem ::  $210

 Sterling Silver Gem ::  $170



  3D Diamond Collection

 Hexagon Diamond   11/4”x11/8” x11/4”  32mmx28mmx32mm

   18” sterling silver snake chain included.

 14k Gold Filled Gem ::  $210

 Sterling Silver Gem ::  $170



  3D Diamond Collection

   Big Diamond Bracelet

     

 Sterling Silver :: $320  



  3D Diamond Collection

Combine any number of single pieces to 

make up a bracelet.      

Pieces are assembled on a handmade silver 

bracelet and are easily removed to be used 

as rings or pendants.

 

Prices as marked per gem on previous 

pages.



  3D Diamond Collection

   Combine any number of single pieces to make up a necklace. 

 Pieces are assembled on a silver chain and are easily removed to be used as rings or pendants.

   Prices as marked per gem on previous pages.

 



  Animal Collection Pendants

   Giraffe  Elephant

 18” sterling silver snake chain included.

 Sterling Silver :: $50



  Animal Collection Pendants

   Kangaroo  Hippo

   18” sterling silver snake chain included.

 Sterling Silver :: $50



  Animal Collection

   Combine two or more. 18” sterling silver snake chain included.  
 Sterling Silver :: $50 each



   
 Ordering information    
   
 Every piece is individually handmade, so each will be slightly different.
 No two will ever be identical.
 
 WEB    Order securely online at www.quoclieu.com using Paypal. www.paypal.com
   A Paypal account is easy to get, takes only a few minutes to set up, and is secure.

 
 STUDIO   Contact us directly for order enquiries by phone or email
   E ::  quoc@quoclieu.com
   T ::  +1.212.380.7683

 TAX   Sales Tax will be added for all residents of New York State

 SHIPPING  Standard shipping is through US postal Service first class mail.
   Expedited shipping is available for an extra charge.
   Please order by email or phone if you need to place a rush order.

 Just call or email us if you have any questions.

 Quoc Lieu graduated from Academy of Art University with a BFA in knitwear. 
 He set up his design studio on moving to New York in 2000, designing and fabricating jewelry 
 and custom clothing. 

 www.quoclieu.com
 20 Sharon Street. Brooklyn. New York 11211.

 Clothing by Kennedy Collection. Tel: +1.718.497.3702.  Model Photography: Laina Karavani. lsk-photo.com 
   Make up: Amy Lin.  Stylist: Renee Lee. Model: Piveta @ Supreme. 


